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Abstract:
The study described how the physical education teachers teach and present ASEAN folk dances in the Philippines. ASEAN folk dances are luminous in Physical Education subject and commonly used by the teachers as dance presentations in different occasions. Mixed research design was utilized in the study wherein descriptive statistics, transcriptions and coding were employed in gathering, analyzing and interpreting the data. The result showed that physical education teachers have minimal knowledge on teaching ASEAN folk dances. The prevalent factors in the lack of knowledge were due to unavailability of seminar workshop in the country, limited opportunity for international dance workshop and the lack of printed dance literature available in published books. Moreover, the PE teachers were aware on how to teach these ASEAN folk dances in its authentic way through following the dance literature. In the same vein, there are four (4) emerging criteria that comprises different constructs/concepts in teaching and presenting an ASEAN folk dances: (1) authenticity which contains interpretation of the steps based on literature, history of the dance, musicality and cultural, and religious aspect (2); performance which encompasses proper execution, dance artistry and coordination (3); choreography that covers staging and floor patterns; and (4); visual impact that includes the costumes, accessories, facial expressions and general effectiveness. In conclusion, physical education teachers need to have proper knowledge and training in teaching ASEAN folk dances. Furthermore, standards, measures and norms are deemed necessary to set and practice by PE teachers in teaching and presenting ASEAN Folk dances. Therefore, it is recommended to the Department of Education (DepEd) and the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) in putting vision accounts on ASEAN folk dances to be part of the educational activities such as seminar dance workshops and strengthening the inclusion of these folk dances in Physical Education curriculum.
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1. Introduction

Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus three countries (ASEAN + 3) that was established on August 8, 1967 is believed to be a medium of growth and development for all the member states. The folk dances of these ASEAN countries somehow serve as one of the ways for the Filipinos to understand the native lives, practices, customs, and cultures of the neighbouring countries. These ASEAN folkdances have been part of the Philippine Educational System and very luminous in the Physical Education curriculum. Further, teaching and learning dances benefits the teacher and learner since dancing is part of the dynamic cultural expression of all societies and every individual has the potential ability to dance. Folk dancing is a beautiful way in introducing to the young children to the world’s rich diversity for them to have social enjoyment and at the same time imbibing its culture (Wardle, 1997). The inclusion of folk dancing in the Physical Education program of schools is simply to develop such potential into actual skill and to expose everyone especially the youth to the many benefits of learning dance. ASEAN folk dances are somehow blended into the Philippine native culture. Thus, it has been performed in all occasions and programs held in school, in different communities and even in international conferences held in the Philippines. Dance, contrary to popular perception is not just mere entertainment. Dance is an activity that improves fitness and physical working capacity (Kirkendall & Calabrese, 1983), improves the psychological wellbeing (Hui, Chui, & Woo, 2009), increased self-esteem (Quiroga, Krreutzt, Clift, & Bongard, 2010) and anxiety reduction (Leste & Rust, 1990) which indeed more than entertainment as it was a psychological reinforcement and a form of social dialogue. Further, dance uses all the senses in expressing one’s self through movements which brings out various personalities (Kirsch, 2005; Kaufmann, 2011; Studer Lüthi and Züger, 2012). Furthermore, it is a body movement that brings conviction between nations; people demonstrate social and national wealth and harmony in dance.

Filipinos are known to cultivate the preservation of the ASEAN folk dances and cultures. As Philippines was chosen to host for the 12th ASEAN Summit last January 12 – 15, 2007 which was a good venue for the physical education teachers to boost their choreographed ASEAN folk dances (ASEAN, 2014). Philippines was declared as the ASEAN CITY of CULTURE (July 15, 2011) that proves that the country captured the ASEAN culture. This is somehow a great challenge for the Filipinos on how to maintain and to retain this declaration. The question that confronts the scenario of the PE teachers is how to retain these ASEAN folk dances in the bloodstream of dance in the Philippines. Though not all but most of the physical education teachers are known choreographers in the country, this is a big challenge to them to strengthen and to preserve these ASEAN folkdances in the country and in the students’ life. This is also to answer UNESCO’s Proclamations of Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity which aims to raise the awareness on Intangible Cultural Heritage and encourage local communities to protect them and the local people who sustain these forms of cultural expression (UNESCO, 2004). McCready (1983) supported that “heritage is not something that deals exclusively within the past: rather, it is an integral part of who we are right now and the more we
can learn about our heritage and learn to appreciate the difference between heritages, the more powerful our reasons for respecting each other”. This simply explains that folk dances of each country are considered as intangible cultural heritage that needs protection and preservation to claim its own identity.

There were no solid studies that explained and described on how to teach and present the ASEAN folk dances in the country. Thus, this study presented ways for physical education teachers in teaching and presenting ASEAN Folk dances among physical education students. Furthermore, the end view of this study is to standardize the general criteria to be used as the basis for all choreographers, physical education teachers and dance enthusiasts in teaching and presenting the ASEAN folk dances.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Design
This study employed a mixed research design. Descriptive design using frequency and percentile was used to describe the responses of the respondents pertinent to the teaching and presenting of the ASEAN folk dances. A narrative inquiry design using interview and thematic analysis was used to answer how the physical education teachers teach and present the folk dances which served as the qualitative method of research. Thus, in exploring the ideas, experiences and beliefs of individual, in–depth interviews are deemed necessary (Legard & Ward, 2003).

2.2 Informants and Instruments
Survey questionnaire and semi structured interview guide were used in gathering data which focused on the eight key informants, who are physical education teachers and at the same time choreographers in different schools, colleges and universities in Cebu, Philippines. All the key informants are knowledgeable and able to choreograph these ASEAN folk dances in their respective institutions for the purposes of class activity and stage presentation for school programs and entertainment outside the institutions. The predetermined set of criteria as mentioned above were utilized to ensure validity and reliability of whatever verbatim accounts presented in this study. The verbatim accounts were presented in themes which undergone transcriptions and coding for data analyses and interpretations. In transforming qualitative information, coding was developed to cluster words or phrase which served as marker in the thematic analysis (Boyatzis, 1998).

2.3 Ethical Considerations
For ethical consideration, the key informants were asked to sign an informed consent form before answering the survey questionnaire and interview to safeguard their rights and protect their names through coding their responses. Interview transcripts were destroyed after the data were processed.
3. Results and Discussion

Folk dances are the mirrors of culture in one’s country and it is one of the responsibilities of the physical education teachers to give justice of these dances while teaching and presenting it to the community for whatever purposes it may serve. Based on the gathered data, the following results and discussion are presented to answer on how to teach and present ASEAN Folk dances in the country.

Table 1: Common ASEAN Folk Dances Taught by PE Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASEAN Dances</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adai adai</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyo Gasa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Fan Dance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelin Halay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Parasol Dance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joget</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamvong</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion Dance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muan Non La</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramvong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramwong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarian Wan Bulan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tari Piring</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zapin</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table revealed that 8 or 100% of the physical education teachers were able to know how to teach Chinese Fan Dance and Japanese Parasol Dance and these two dances belong to the three allied countries of ASEAN. Fifty percent (50%) among the informants know how to teach Tari Piring from Indonesia and Joget from Malaysia. Two out of eight informants or twenty five percent (25%) know how to teach Mua Non La from Vietnam and Lamvong from Laos. And twelve point five percent (12.5%) of the informant know how to teach Buyo Gasa from Japan, Adai Adai from Brunei, Ramwong from Thailand, Ramvong from Cambodia, Zapin from Malaysia and Indonesia, Gelin Halay from Turkey, Lion dance from China & Indonesia, and Tarian Wan Bulan from Malaysia. Based on personal interview, it was found out that Chinese Fan dance and Japanese Parasol dance were common among the physical education teachers because according to the informants these dances were commonly used in school presentations and these folk dances have been published in many books. Most of the PE teachers reiterated that the steps are simple and easy to teach unlike the other ASEAN dances which have difficult and complicated steps. In the table, not all the ASEAN folk dances had been taught and had been known by physical education teachers. Only one or 12.5% of the informant, who can really enumerate, explain, articulate and teach almost all the ASEAN folk dances. This shows that minimal knowledge about ASEAN folk dances had been acquired by the PE teachers. Content knowledge and quality of teaching are one of the many perilous school factors that can affect the students’ outcomes (Darling-Hammond,
Teaching these folk dances require strong understanding and experience to qualify and quantify its importance not only in the preservation of culture but the acquisition of the students’ skills in retaining its authenticity for the next generation to come.

### Table 2: Acquisition of Learning of PE Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Learning</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar Workshops</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trips Abroad</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Majority of the PE teachers had acquired their source of learning from the internet with 87.5% and books with 75%. Fifty percent (50%) of the teachers learned it from seminar workshops as their source of learning the folk dances. Only one or 12.5% had a primary source for travelling abroad as an ethnographic researcher. Though, internet is a good source of learning but awareness in filtering the right information must be the first concern to avoid giving wrong information to the students. Seminar workshops are recommendable for it provide an active venue for learning. This kind of opportunity supports the theory of Dewey in “Learning by Doing”. It is the doctrine of pragmatism which claims that the meaning of a proposition or idea lies in its practical consequences. Acquiring learning in this process is a commendable act by an educator. According to the informants, a seminar workshop here in Philippines on ASEAN folk dances is seemingly rare to happen, that is why they rely mostly on surfing the internet and books. This must be one of the reasons why they learned less on the different ASEAN folk dances. The quality of teaching equates the quality of the teacher in terms of academic portfolio coupled with right dispositions and personality traits (Bowles, Hattie, Dinham, Scull, & Clinton, 2014). Thus, the disposition of physical education teachers must be proactive in terms of finding ways and means in boosting their professional development in teaching since learning will never stop. Further, this could be an eye opener to the Department of Education (DepEd) and the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) in the Philippines to put vision account on ASEAN folk dances available to the educators.

### Table 3: Ways of Teaching and Presenting the Dance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bases in Teaching and Presenting</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification of Dance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature - based and Modification</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was observed that the number of informants who indicated that teaching and presenting the dance to the students must follow strictly the given dance literature or literature – based is 62.5%. Twelve point five percent (12.5%) or one of the respondents is totally modifying the dance in teaching ASEAN folk dances. On the other hand, 25% of
the respondents used both ways as bases in teaching and presenting the folkdances. According to the interview of the two informants, it is really appropriate to follow the dance literature in teaching a dance but with slight modifications to suit the needs of the students is acceptable. The culture is not constant; we should persevere in enriching our knowledge of our cultural differences because we can bridge them only if we are aware of them (Kuljis & Halloran, 2018). Further, there are many ways in which culture can be formed and maintained thus the preservation and dissemination of our folk dances must be our utmost concern since it is a living testimony of who we are and what we will be (Ekwelem, Okafor, & Ukwoma, 2011). Thus, folkdance should be reunited in such a way that we become aware of our identity, one race, one country, one people. With the dances’ background in history, they represent a vital picture of our national life and culture. It is therefore essential, that for the real meaning and value of these dances, they be performed in their original form, in every case; authentic music, steps, instruction and costumes should be used. Moreover, dance is an important cultural form, it is not only because it offers a window to our past but, because, as we learn from the past, dance can be transformative agents in our present day world (Tullo, 2015). Whether in childlike imitation of the ways we see around us, in celebration of our triumphs, in supplication of a blessing, in working our desire to shape and master fear and anxiety or release a body from burden of work, or in the demonstration of the sheer joy and being alive, dance embodied the world. And because it is dynamic and creative, it does not only reflect the world, but it is the form of action upon the world. The importance of conservation, revival and promotion of our cultural heritage is deep, personal, almost primordial social factor and such needed to be taken seriously. It is very clear that in teaching these ASEAN folk dances it is a must to follow the dance literature so that in the process of transferring the learning to the students will be exact and correct. It is supported in idealism that knowledge is independent of sense perception or experience. This means that the idealist expects the teachers to be the role models of intellectual, moral, aesthetic, and vocational excellence to their students. They should teach by example.

4. Criteria in Teaching and Presenting ASEAN Folkdance

During the in-depth interview of the informants, the following emerging themes were identified. The framework shows that in teaching and presenting ASEAN folk dances there are four (4) constructs or concepts to consider for the exact, proper and meaningful folkdance presentations.
First construct/concept is authenticity of the dance which includes literature-based interpretation which means that dancers and/or choreographers following the published folk dances, musicality means the correct and appropriate usage of music, religious aspect, cultural aspect, history of the dance and musical notation. The informants were in the same line of thinking that “as much as possible the dance should be as the same as the original dance of the country” which in a way will show respect and admiration to the country where that particular dance originated.

“The music much be original to begin with in teaching a folk dance.” KI-4.

“The depiction of religious and cultural aspect of the dance must put in place although out the dance.” KI-6.

“Always based your dance interpretation in a published literature.” KI-8.

“In teaching folk dance, always read about its history first so that you will be guided.” KI-1.

Indeed, authenticity in teaching a dance must put first so that the heart and culture of the dance will not be sacrificed. Culture and religion is an integrated pattern of people’s behavior, lifestyle, surviving records, and physical results (Fores, Mata, et. al, 2016). Without its authenticity, the dance does not present what is intended to portray for the culture of a particular country or community.

Second is performance which includes several strands to have evocative presentation such as coordination it is the ability of the of segmented limbs which are
synchronized in dancing and the togetherness of the dancers in a dance presentation, dancers’ artistry it is somehow related to technique which can be develop in constant practice of a certain dance, grace is the smooth and light movements with respect to gravity, timing is how the dancers listen to the beat of the music in dancing, mood is the emotions/feelings invested by the dancers in dancing, and proper execution is the exactness and preciseness of the movements.

“Dance artistry is indeed necessary to contextualize the meaning of the dance using the body movements which will transcend to the audiences what is meant by the dance.” KI-3.

“Dancing folk dances must be executed properly so that the dance will provide just understanding to the audience.” KI-4.

“What the audience will be looking if the dancers have grace and sense of timing because it will have aesthetic value and pleasing to watch.” KI-7.

Performance allows the audience to walk with the story unfold in the dance. Overholser (2005) presented that folkdance performances have a great way in potentially comment and reflect on our contemporary life. Indeed, it will give us retrospections of the things of the past that we need to mirror it in our present life.

Choreography is the third construct/concept which includes staging it is used to give more entertaining factor, formations, transitions and stage balance. This is the part of presenting a dance wherein the individuality of the choreographers who are teaching the dance will be seen thus they are given a little discretion on how to stage a dance especially if the reason of presenting the dance is for entertainment purposes.

“If the dance will be presented for entertainment, it is necessary to stage it to look more appealing to the audience.” KI-2.

“Formation and transition are the two characteristics that a choreographer will not forget because it is where the challenges and talents will be tested.” KI-6.

“I don’t like if the dance is not balance especially on stage.” KI-1.

Choreography of the dance also describes the culture of the people. A good example is the dance “Banga” of the Ifugao which the dancers choreographed their walks as if they are walking / climbing the mountain to fetch water. Indeed, there are a lot of folk dances that reflect their own culture made of colorful, beautiful and vibrant characteristics that will delineate them from the others (Lia, 2008).

Lastly is visual impact consist of costumes and accessories it is the correct and proper usage of items used for the dance, general effectiveness it is the overall outcomes of the dance from the start until the end and the right facial expressions for a particular
dance. This construct will give the total impression of the whole performance of the dance since this is the concept that will not change throughout the performance.

“I like to enhance the costume of the dance to add impact to the audience.” KI-5

“The right costume and accessories add beauty to the performance.” KI-4

“How the dancers smile captivates the mood and feeling of the audience.” KI-8

Visual impact talks about the totality of the dance presentation from the start until the end. The consistency of the presentation matters a lot to sustain the interest of the audience. In the Acculturation Theory by Berry explained how the individuals react when in contact with other culture (Ngo, 2008). In watching a folk dance presentation somehow allows us to be in contact with other culture through dance thus it is necessary to sustain the exactness when teaching and presenting a dance.

4. Recommendations

Teachers’ Professional Development most especially physical education teachers must be strengthened and encouraged to accentuate the quality of teaching in the Philippines. Thus, improve the quality of the students’ outcomes in terms of pedagogy, content, and knowledge. Further, the evaluation and implementation of the criteria in teaching and presenting ASEAN folk dances must be forwarded for possible validation and revision. Moreover, the Department of Education (DepEd) and the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) in the Philippines must put vision accounts on ASEAN folk dances to be part of educational activities such as seminar dance workshops and strengthening the inclusion of these dances in the Physical Education curriculum.

5. Conclusions

Teaching and presenting a dance in any genre and most specifically folk dance requires fundamental knowledge and actual experience to accentuate its importance and contribution in the cultivation, expression and preservation of culture in one’s country. In the same vein, standards, measures and norms are deemed necessary to set and to practice by physical education teachers in teaching and presenting ASEAN folk dances to ensure the appropriateness and correctness of its usage. Thus, improve the quality of teaching of the physical education teachers which is tantamount to students’ improvements.
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